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1. Introduction
Context-aware applications are currently one of the most developed group of systems.
They can be described using the CAA model presented in [1]. It allows to express the fact
that activities occurring during the interaction between the application and its environment
are not only limited to reading data from sensors. They are enriched by the analysis of
the data, which can result in starting a particular adaptation action. The data creates a context which represents a situation in the space, and the action modifies the application behavior (i.e. adapts it to the new situation). Additionally, an analysis of the situation and taken
action are carried out in real time, so that the CAA application responds quickly enough
to changes in the space where it is executed. This requires an adequate architecture of that
space. It is realized by providing a special engine in a form of a virtual machine, that defines
the required mechanisms to support the CAA application execution [2]. With this machine,
it is possible to design an architecture of the CAA execution space. The purpose of this
article is to propose a model of such machine and an architecture of CAA execution
environment (ICA – Interactive Component Architecture). Introduced machine is called
the PCAA (Parallel CAA) and is derived from the PRAM machines [3]. This article describes an implementation of the execution environment created according to the proposed
architecture.
In Section 2 it has been presented an overview of the literature on intelligent spaces
and context-aware applications running in them. Section 3 introduces a definition of a context and the CAA applications model, as well as an automata that describes their behavior.
It is the foundation for building a model of the PCAA machine presented in Section 4.
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An architecture of the CAA execution environment (ICA), which components are defined
on the basis of mechanisms contained in the machine, is described in Section 5, while Section 6 presents its implementation. Section 7 provides a summary of the work.

2. Related work
An Intelligent Space (IS) is an environment where there are people and applications
(collectively called space users), which aim is to support its users in their everyday duties
[4]. To achieve this goal the space must have a possibility to carry out functions of data
collection, analysis, and action execution. Data collection is performed by sensors, which
read values of parameters of objects existing in the IS. Objects and parameters can be physical (e.g. temperature) and non-physical (e.g. a value of a cell in a database). To perform
actions the IS uses actuators. Both sensing and acting, together with data analysis and
processing, are performed by so-called DIND (Distributed Intelligent Network Devices)
objects which are an essential part of any IS. The article assumes that those objects are
wrapped and available for applications in the form of SOA services.
One of the most general layered model of context-aware applications running in the IS
has been proposed in [5]. It distinguishes a sensor layer, a raw data layer, a pre-processing
layer, a presentation layer and an application layer. Within the last layer there are performed
an interpretation of a context and an execution of a proper application logic (e.g. a user
interaction). This model allows for the separation and grouping of mechanisms needed for
a context management during an application execution. An example of how those mechanisms can be organized is described in [6]. A programmer specifies which controllers are to
be executed at a time of the occurrence of a specific situation. They are then dynamically
triggered and executed at run-time. A similar approach was proposed in [7]. It is based on
the concept of volunteers which is used as a way for selecting services in heterogeneous
environments. It can therefore be noted that context-aware applications that exist in the IS
may be executed within a special engine, that provides mechanisms supporting this execution (with respect to particular layers of the layered model). In the approaches described in
the cited publications this engine is embedded in applications. Hence, it makes it not universal and changing the way it works requires programming modifications in the code of
the application. This leads to a limited portability of applications between different IS and
makes them hard to maintain.
To provide the necessary functionalities, the engine uses monitoring and control system mechanisms, which can be found in closed-control loop systems. However, in the case
of context-aware applications execution those mechanisms are used to modify the application behavior so as to support its user more adequately in a new situation and not to control
a particular system. Also, expert systems can be treated as context-aware applications.
Depending on an expertise knowledge they are supplied with, that systems can make decisions taking into account a current context. From this point of view, the CLIPS, Drools and
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Gensym/G2 tools allow to create context-aware applications. Moreover, functionality that
they provide may be used in certain components of the CAA execution engine (e.g. analysis
of the current situation in the IS). However, a complete implementation of the engine requires an extension of those mechanisms (such as the use of a knowledge base).

3. Definition of a context and a CAA application
An execution process of context-aware applications includes a continuous analysis of
data from the IS. That data are called context data. They are delivered by sensors and create
a context that reflects a situation in the IS. Depending on the situation, a particular adaptation action is executed. Such a definition has been adopted as the basis to build the CAA
model of context-aware applications running in the IS. Its comprehensive concept is shown
in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. CAA application running in the intelligent space

Situations occurring in the IS are caused by events that can be divided into external
(i.e. those on which the application has no influence) and internal (i.e. those that are a result
of the application execution – actions). Thus, external events start an execution of the application with regard to context-awareness (1). They cause changes in the IS (i.e. they change
the values of parameters describing the state of the IS) (2). The state of a part of the IS
that is important for the application is read by DIND objects which act as sensors (3).
Importance means that the application should react for situations taking place in that part.
Its state is then sent in a form of context data to CAA applications execution mechanisms.
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The data are analyzed in terms of the meeting of so-called expected conditions of an action
invocation. The result of this analysis can lead to trigger and execute adaptation actions (4).
Executing an action is realized as calling a service that wraps an actuator or other services in
terms of SOA. An executed action may interact with users of the IS and can create internal
events. In addition, during execution of the action there may appear more external events
(1). Effects of the action execution and external event occurrence can further change the
state of objects (2) and, consequently, further actions are taken (creating iterative steps).
Moreover, adaptation actions which are a result of the appearance of a specific situation
means that the CAA application interacts with the IS. In Figure 1, there is distinguished
a designer who determines to which situations in the IS (i.e. in what context), and how
the application will react. One of the actions, which start is not dependent on the current
context, starts at the beginning of the application execution and can last until it is finished.
This represents the portion of the application logic that start is not associated with any
situation in the IS. Thus, the application model contains two basic elements: the expected
conditions of an action invocation and actions that are to be executed when conditions are
met. They are grouped into pairs that create the CAA application definition.
The behavior of the CAA application can be represented using the automata shown in
Figure 2. The automata is based on the Timed Automata [8] and is described in detail in [1].

Fig. 2. Automata that describes a behavior of a CAA application

The CAA application reacts when particular expected conditions of an action invocation (ozl) are met. Those conditions create an input alphabet of the automata. Due to the fact
that the conditions may be changed during run-time the alphabet is infinite. Therefore, it is
necessary to convert it to a finite alphabet Σ* = {ozb, ozf}. For this purpose, there has been
defined a function δ: OZ → Σ* which represents the behavior of a transducer:
⎧⎪oz f , for oz reflecting conditions finishing the application execution
δ(oz ) = ⎨
⎪⎩ozb , in another case
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The approach of changing an input alphabet can be applied because from the point
of view of the CAA applications execution a particular context (situation) does not need to
be known. The most important is that the expected conditions have been met and the action
that is associated with them was triggered. When the TA based automata receives the ozb
symbol it moves to the state of triggering an action. During this transition, the cIAI clock is
reset. Since the CAA are real-time applications, triggering of an action must be made within
a period of time represented by the constant To (reflecting the time limit). After that time
the automata should move without reading an input symbol to the state of waiting for another symbol. The (<=) operator checks whether a value of the clock in the left operand is less
than the time period in the right operand. After the action has been triggered it must be
executed in a CAA execution environment. Moreover, it is possible that more expected
conditions will be recognized simultaneously (at the same moment in time) – then all
actions associated with them must be triggered in parallel. This means that there is a need
for parallel data analysis and processing as well as actions execution. Therefore, the automata moves in parallel to the state of waiting for the next symbol. In case of receiving the ozf
symbol a behavior of the automata is similar to the behavior when processing ozb, but after
the action is triggered the automata moves to a final state where it remains. It is assumed
that the conversion of the alphabet is made in real-time. Because the application operates on
expected conditions and actions, it means that the automata should take into account operations that regard selection and triggering of an action. Processes of recognizing whether
the current context meets expected conditions, and executing an action are performed by an
application execution environment. Created automata is the foundation for building a machine (PCAA  Parallel CAA), according to which such an environment should be organized. This is described in the next section, which defines what mechanisms the machine
must provide to execute a CAA.

4. A PCAA machine
Within the PCAA machine there can be defined 4 PRAM machines, corresponding to
mechanisms described in Section 3. Those mechanisms include operations that are executed
in parallel. The first one (PRAM 1) controls the execution of other machines (PRAM 2,
PRAM 3 and PRAM 4), stores objects which create a shared memory, and allows to communicate with the designer. Context data are delivered by services which wrap sensors and
are received by the PRAM 2. They complement the application context, which is located in
the shared memory. Then, it is analyzed in the PRAM 3 machine that checks whether any
expected conditions of an action invocation contained in the application definition are met.
An algorithm that is used for this analysis (which may also be described based on
the PRAM machine) depends directly on the implementation and on the representation of
the context. If the expected conditions are met, then (within the PRAM 4 machine) a particular action is triggered. The current context is passed to the action. Communication between
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the PRAM 3 and the PRAM 4 is based on signals. Thanks to the described organization of
the PCAA machine, its execution can be done in parallel with regard to collecting context
data, analyzing them, selecting and executing an action.
During the CAA execution, the PCAA machine can communicate with the following
types of services that exist in the IS (they are called base services):
 services that wrap sensors, which deliver context data (delivered to PRAM 2),
 services that wrap actuators, used to execute actions (used by PRAM 4),
 supporting services, used during context analysis (used by PRAM 3).
It is assumed that all services located in the IS are of a type of SOA (see Fig. 1), so they
can be used by the environment built according to the PCAA machine regardless of
the executed CAA application.
Services existing in the IS may have different semantics (the meaning of data exchanged with the CAA execution environment) and syntax (different ways of data
exchange). Therefore, with regard to the cooperation between the PCAA machine and heterogeneous services, it is necessary to introduce components that would allow to transform
data to the uniform representation and adapt the way how the data are exchanged.
This transformation must be performed when the data are delivered to the PCAA, where it is
possible to analyze them in terms of checking whether they meet expected conditions of
an action invocation. Similarly, when an action is triggered it is necessary to transform data
from the uniform representation to the representation acceptable by a particular service.
A general scheme of how the PCAA machine works is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. The process of context data analysis within the PCAA

The (+) operation represents the addition of contexts in terms of adding the data sent
by the service to the application context. According to the scheme, there are following instructions (which are executed sequentially for each context data) performed within the
PCAA:
 lZD  collecting context data,
 lTDK  context data transformation,
 lAK  context analysis (checking whether expected conditions of an action invocation
have been met),
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 lDA  selecting an action (assigned to expected conditions),
 lTDA  transformation of context data for particular action,
 lUA  triggering an action.
Data collection (lZD) corresponds to gathering context data that are delivered from services wrapping sensors and it can differ depending on the way how the communication
between an execution environment and services is organized. Then, context data are transformed (lTDK), added into the application context and its analysis (lAK) is performed. These
instructions (lZD, lTDK and lAK) are associated with context data. If the result of the analysis
is a recognition that the context meets expected conditions of an action invocation, a particular action (assigned to the conditions) is selected – lDA. This instruction as well as lTDA
and lUA are associated with conditions. From the point of view of the execution of a CAA
application, there can also be defined additional instructions corresponding to gathering
data from the IS through sensors and to action execution. However, they do not relate directly to the PCAA machine (see Fig. 3). It is worth to mention that because lDA, lTDA and
lUA instructions regard expected conditions of an action invocation rather than context data,
a delivery of data does not always result in starting all PCAA instructions. This occurs only
when the PCAA receives context data that create a context that further meets conditions.
CAA applications executed in the environment which is organized according to
the PCAA machine is unloaded from operations related to the acquisition and analysis of
the current context and execution of actions. This is shown in Figure 4, which summarizes
the change in the way how CAA applications are constructed compared to traditional context-aware applications (see Section 2).
a)

b)

Fig. 4. Ways of constructing a traditional context-aware application (a)
and a CAA application executed within the PCAA (b)

In the case of traditional context-aware applications (Fig. 4a) the analysis of the context and execution of the appropriate adaptation action was carried out by each application.
Additional features, such as communication with sensors and pre-processing of raw data
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obtained from them, could also be implemented by the application or by some intermediate
layer. In the approach which is based on the use of the PCAA machine (Fig. 4b), the machine provides a communication with services wrapping sensors, analyzes the context and
executes the appropriate action. Thus, the CAA application definition contains a description
of the rules how the machine should work while the PCAA provides adequate mechanisms
of interpretation and implementation of this rules. The traditional context-aware application
is therefore divided into a section describing the rules of its operation (corresponding to
the CAA definition) and an executive part (the PCAA). Having defined the PCAA machine
it is possible to define the components which make up the architecture of the CAA execution environment (the IS).

5. An architecture of the CAA execution environment
The architecture of the CAA execution environment, which results from the PCAA
machine presented in Section 4, is presented in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. ICA architecture

The ICA architecture consists of the following components, which realize particular
machine instructions (there are also given the corresponding PRAM machines):
 Main engine component (ME)  PRAM 1  which is the central point of the system,
through which it communicates with the designer of the application. It keeps the continuity of execution (controls operation of other components) and selects (based
on expected conditions which are met) actions to be triggered  it carries out the lDA
instruction.
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 Base services environment (BSE)  PRAM 2  communication with base services is
handled through this component  it carries out lZD, lTDK, lTDA instructions.
 Context analysis component (CAC)  PRAM 3  component which is responsible for
context data analysis and decision whether the context meets expected conditions of
an action invocation  implements lAK instruction.
 Action execution component (AEC)  PRAM 4  is responsible for the execution of
a selected action (lUA).
 Knowledge base (KB)  a component that contains a knowledge about the IS. It is used
by other components e.g. to interpret context data.
Particular components correspond to mechanisms defined in the PCAA machine
which are necessary to execute CAA applications. They can be implemented in a distributed
manner, so that each of them will operate independently and communicate with various
components of the same type. In the next section there is described an implementation of
the CAA execution environment developed according to the proposed architecture.

6. Implementation
The architecture presented in Section 5 has been used to develop the CAA execution
environment called CAAEE (CAA Execution Environment). All components are realized
as Web services and communication between them is based on managing sessions. CAC,
BSE, AEC components and base services have been implemented in the .NET technology
(they are located on the IIS server), and KB in Java (it is placed in the Apache Axis container). The knowledge is stored in the ontology which is described using OWL.
A CAA application designer provides its definition consisting of a set of pairs, each of
which (according to the application model as described in Section 3) contains a description
of expected conditions of an action invocation and a description of an action (in the form
of a BPEL scenario). The ME component passes the definition of conditions to the CAC
component. They are then converted into a Petrie network [9]. This network has the ability
to receive data from sensors wrapped in the SOA services, to interpret them, to add to
the context and to check whether it meets the conditions set by the designer. Data analyzed
in the network may come from the real world or from other applications. They are processed
(using XSLT transformations and the XPath language) in the BSE component and transformed to the uniform representation (using the ontology contained in KB), so that they can
be analyzed in the CAC component. If the current context derived from delivered data
meets expected conditions, a control signal is sent to the ME. The ME component selects
an action assigned to recognized conditions and communicates it to the AEC (as a signal
that contains context data received from the CAC). The action is then executed in
the Apache ODE engine. At the time of its execution the CAAEE may use the services
which are present in the IS.
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7. Conclusions
A practical implementation of the PCAA machine requires a definition of components
that support a CAA application execution. They create an implementable architecture for
a CAA execution environment. This paper describes both the PCAA machine and the resulting ICA architecture. Its particular components can be prepared using different programming languages. Such implemented components together with mechanisms necessary
for communication and service management creates the CAA execution environment,
which is called CAAEE. Its proper operation has been checked using a set of sample base
services. It has also been shown that the implementation works in the real world. This
allows to create a fully functional environment, which is able to execute CAA applications
in real-time. It is worth to note that this type of environment includes mechanisms that
may also be found in modern control systems. However, they differ as to their purpose
(i.e. a modification of the application behavior in order to more adequately support the user
in case of the CAA) as well as the technology of an implementation.
The ICA architecture defines the functional components which correspond to the instructions defined in the PCAA model. Thus, it possible to define an application by an
end-user, assuming that he does not have a programming knowledge. The user can prepare
a set of rules according to which the application is supposed to behave, and the execution
environment will take the responsibility of an implementation of these rules in the form
of the executable application. By placing the machine directly in the intelligent space,
the application execution becomes its integral function, which is in line with current trends
in the development of intelligent spaces. Thus, the fact of an existence of the PCAA machine in the space makes it intelligent, while the degree of the intelligence depends on
the applications running in it.
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